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Projectile charge-state dependence of transfer ionization to single capture ratio in collisions
of multiply charged ions with He

E. C. Montenegro,* K. L. Wong,† W. Wu,‡ P. Richard, I. Ben-Itzhak, C. L. Cocke, R. Moshammer,§ J. P. Giese,
Y. D. Wang,i and C. D. Lin

J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506
~Received 17 October 1996!

The ratios of the cross sections for the processes of transfer ionization~TI! and single capture~SC! were
measured for 2 MeV/u Cl71,91,131,141,151 and Ti151,181 projectile ions on He targets. The ratio was deter-
mined using a cold He gas target and measuring the coincidences between the projectile and the charge states
of the emerging recoil ions. The measuredsTI /sSC ratio shows a strong dependence with the projectile charge
state that is well described by calculations based on the independent electron model. A model to take into
account the effect of the electron screening of partially dressed projectiles in the target ionization is also
presented.@S1050-2947~97!02603-6#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 34.80.Kw, 32.80.Cy, 52.20.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collisions involving multiply charged ions and neutral a
oms are characterized by the presence and the simultan
action of several collision channels, resulting in multiele
tron transitions within and between the participating syste
In general, these many-electron processes can be as like
the single-electron ones, a characteristic that renders diffi
a comprehensive theoretical description of the collision s
tem. On the other hand, single-electron processes are sim
to calculate than many-electron ones, a feature that ma
potentially useful the class of simple models that are able
express many-electron probabilities in terms of the sing
electron probabilities. This is the main merit of the indepe
dent electron model~IEM!, which has been successfully use
in several collisions systems and at different velocity
gimes @1#. Although the IEM considerably simplifies th
analysis of the collision dynamics, its practical use in d
scribing collisions involving highly charged ions is narrow
by the fact that some single-electron probabilities canno
determined in a straightforward way.

This difficulty arises because collisions involving mul
ply charged ions usually have a channel that cannot
treated within first-order theories. Even if all other particip
ing channels have sufficiently small probabilities to
treated up to first order, this dominant channel affects
experimental outcome of all other channels. Consequentl
must be well known if the whole behavior of the collidin
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system is expected to be understood.
In the intermediate-to-high velocity regime, the collisio

channels that occur with higher probability are the ionizat
and excitation of the target. Target ionization and excitat
cross sections can reach very high values in collisions w
highly charged ions and, under these conditions, any atte
to describe the collision system within first-order theor
fails. This means that simple questions such as, for exam
what is the dependence of some particular process with
projectile charge state or velocity, cannot be obtained
simple extrapolation of the results obtained from a simi
system working in the perturbative regime.

Collisions involving highly charged ions with He are b
sic to our understanding of multielectron processes, not o
to verify if the IEM works properly but also to establish
and how the parametrizations given by first-order theor
break down. For example, the projectile charge stateq af-
fects all collision channels and, ifq increases, there is a
strong deviation from some of the first-order prediction
such as the quadratic dependence of the ionization or ex
tion cross sections withq. In this work we report the depen
dence, on the projectile charge state, of the ratio (R) between
transfer-ionization~TI! and single-capture~SC! processes in
2 MeV/u Cl71,91,131,141,151 and Ti151,181 collisions with
He. The TI involves the removal of two electrons from H
while the SC restricts the action of the projectile mostly ov
one electron of He. For both processes the IEM should
invoked and, because both of them include electron capt
the ratioR is expected to have a weak connection with t
capture channel, presenting the characteristic quadraticq de-
pendence of the ionization channel, at least for small val
of q. This behavior was observed previously for bare lig
ions (q51–8! @2#. For large values ofq this first-order in-
sight cannot be used. Previous measurements by Datzet al.
@7# with U271 and U351 projectiles show, in fact, a stron
deviation from theq2 law.

The present measurements are carried out using bar
well as dressed projectiles. The understanding of collisi
with bare projectiles is essential to proceed towards dres
projectiles but, again, results obtained through the form
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2010 55E. C. MONTENEGROet al.
cannot be used indiscriminately to predict the behavior of
latter. Although for distant collisions a dressed ion can
considered as a ‘‘bare’’ projectile with a net chargeq, for
close collisions the effective charge increases towardsZp ,
the projectile nuclear charge. Thus, the effective projec
charge has an impact parameter dependence that modu
the probabilities associated with the bare ions and the co
sponding cross sections cannot be inferred from bare
measurements.

This paper is arranged as follows: in Sec. II the expe
mental setup and data analysis are described; in Sec. II
experimental results and the IEM are discussed; in Sec
the unitarization procedure including the role played by
excitation channel is discussed; in Sec. V the effect of
screening for the dressed projectile cases is shown; and
nally, in Sec. VI a summary of the work is presented.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed in the J.R. Macdon
laboratory at KSU. The high charge state beams (q>13!
were obtained through the LINAC while the lower char
states were obtained directly from the Tandem Van de Gr
accelerator. The collimated Clq1 and Tiq1 beams, with typi-
cal currents of 50 pA, passed through a low dens
~;1011 atoms/cm3) He gas jet target pointed transverse
relative to the beam direction. Before and after the collis
chamber there were a magnet and an electrostatic defle
located at 0.5 and 0.05 m from the gas jet, respectively.
combination of electric and magnetic fields makes a cl
charge state selection, eliminating undesirable contributi
from beam contamination.

The He jet was collimated in such a way that the therm
momentum along the beam is smaller than 0.6 a.u.~see@3–5#
for details!. The He1 and He21 ions produced in the inter
action region were extracted by a 5-V/cm uniform elect
field and directed into a position-sensitive channel-plate
tector. The projectiles emerging from the collision regi
were charge state analyzed by a magnet that directed t
into another position-sensitive channel-plate detector pla
about 4 m downstream, where the main beam~chargeq) is
blocked and the charge-changed beam~chargeq21) is de-
tected. The capture projectiles~chargeq21) were measured
in coincidence with the He recoil ions. A typical two
dimensional scatter plot of the recoil time of flight, whic
separates the He21 from the He1 recoils, versus the recoi
position along the beam direction, which is proportional
the recoil longitudinal momentum, is shown in Fig. 1 for
MeV/u Ti 151 on He. The He21 and the He1 are readily
visible at ;150 and;210 on the time-of-flight axis. The
recoil ions are thrown backwards in a capture event but
in an ionization event. Therefore, events involving a sin
capture will occur at a different location on the detector co
pared to an event involving only ionization. The events
volving the capture of one electron, either TI or SC, occu
;70 ~arbitrary units! on the recoil longitudinal momentum
axis and are well separated from the chance coincidence
events involving single ionization of He byq21 impurity
beam ions. Even though the impurity fraction is very sm
typically 1% or less, the ratio of the cross section for pu
ionization to that of pure capture at 2 MeV/u is.100. The
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relative contributions of these processes can be assess
the plots labeled Gate A and Gate B in Fig. 1. Gate A is
time-of-flight spectrum gated on the chance and ionizat
events~zero recoil longitudinal momentum!. The He1 and
He21 peaks are thus the contributions from single a
double ionization of He by theq21 impurity beam. Gate B
is the time-of-flight spectrum gated on the true captu
events ~recoils thrown backwards!. The He1 and He21

peaks in this spectrum represent the SC and TI events
spectively. One other important piece of information can
gleaned from this type of data. It is clear from the scatter p
that TI is indeed single capture plus ionization and n
double capture followed by autoionization. The latter wou
occur at a recoil momentum twice the former and theref
would appear as a peak at;80 ~arbitrary units! on the recoil
longitudinal momentum scale.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THE IEM

Figure 2 shows our present measurements ofR for He as
a function ofq, together with the O71 and F81,91 measure-

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional scatter plot of recoil time of flight~in
arbitrary units! vs recoil longitudinal momentum~rlm, in arbitrary
units! in coincidence with true-capture detected projectiles for
MeV/u Ti151 incident ions. Gate A is the time-of-flight spectrum
gated on random coincidences and ionization events~zero recoil
longitudinal momentum!. These events correspond to a window l
cated at rlm;60 in the scatter plot. Gate B is the time-of-fligh
spectrum gated on the true capture events. These events corre
to a window located at rlm;70 in the scatter plot.
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55 2011PROJECTILE CHARGE-STATE DEPENDENCE OF . . .
ments of Shinpaughet al. @6# and the U271,351 results of
Datzet al. @7# for 1-MeV/u projectiles. The figure also show
theq2 law, obtained through normalization to the He21 case,
and which is clearly not followed by the present high
charged ions data. It is also apparent from this figure that
present measurements point towards a different trend f
that shown by the previous measurements of Datzet al. for
U q1 projectiles. However, it should be recalled that t
U q1 data were obtained for 1-MeV/u projectiles. Althoug
R shows a weak energy dependence for lowq projectiles@6#,
this behavior might be not true for the highq cases.

There is a tendency ofR to follow the q2 law for small
q. This trend was observed by Shinpaughet al. @6# for
q&8 and can be explained with the aid of the IEM as f
lows. If the single-electron ionization and capture probab
ties of He,PI(b) and PC(b), respectively, are much les
than unity,R can be written within the IEM as

R5
sTI

sSC
5

2pE
0

`

db b@2 PC~b!PI~b!#

2pE
0

`

b db@2 PC~b!#

. ~1!

FIG. 2. Ratio of the cross sections of transfer ionization a
single capture for 2 MeV/u projectile ions incident on He. Expe
ment ~this work!: solid squares are Cl71,91,131,141,151 data points;
solid lozenges are Ti151,181 data points. Experiment~Ref. @6#!:
solid circles are O71 and F71,81 data points; Experiment~Ref. @7#!:
solid triangles are 1 MeV/u U271,351 data points. Theory: the thin
solid curve indicated byq2 is the square law relative to the He21

projectiles; the thin solid curves indicated byk50% andk513%
are the present model calculations~see text! considering 0% and
13% contributions of the excitation channel relative to ionization
small impact parameters; the open squares~with the dashed curve to
guide the eye! are the results of our model calculations obtain
through the excitation to ionization ratio,k, at small impact param-
eters, given by coupled channel calculations; the dotted curve is
screening-correctedk50% curve for Cl projectiles~see text!.
e
m

-

BecausePI(b) is approximately constant over the rang
of impact parameters wherePC(b) is relatively large@8#, one
can makePI(b).PI(0) in Eq. ~1! to obtain R.PI(0)
.q2p(0), with p(0) being the ionization probability by pro
tons with the same velocity at zero impact parameter. T
simple reasoning shows not only the dependence ofR with
q2 but also the weak dependence ofR to the details of the
capture process. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the validity
the quadratic law is restricted toq<8.

For large values ofq, the approximationPI(0).q2p(0)
breaks down because the collision goes outside of the sc
of the perturbative regime. Furthermore, for largeq, the ion-
ization and excitation probabilities can be near unity. Und
these conditions, according to the IEM, thesingle capture
probability is no longer given by 2PC(b), but by
2PC(b)@P0(b)1PE(b)#, whereP0(b) and PE(b) are the
probabilities that the second electron of He either stays in
ground state or is excited, respectively. AssumingP0(b)
1PE(b)1PI(b)1PC(b)51, the ratioR is given by

R5
sTI

sSC
5

2pE
0

`

db b@2 PC~b!PI~b!#

2pE
0

`

b db$2 PC~b!@12PC~b!2PI~b!#%

.

~2!

The term@12PC(b)2PI(b)# in the denominator of Eq.~2!
gives an additional dependence onq, preventingR from fol-
lowing the simpleq2 law as suggested by Eq.~1!.

Another important point that can be seen from Fig. 2
the systematic difference between the measured values o
dressed and undressed ions having the same charge
This feature is more prominent for small values ofq and is
due to the decrease of the electron screening in close c
sions. This point will be recalled in Sec. V.

IV. MODEL CALCULATIONS: UNITARIZATION
AND THE ROLE OF THE EXCITATION CHANNEL

As mentioned before, the theoretical estimates of
probabilities corresponding to the inelastic channels in co
sions between swift highly charged ions and neutral ato
are difficult to be obtained. This difficulty comes from di
ferent sources, such as the presence of strongly domi
channels, like ionization and excitation, which have ve
large cross sections@9#, the strong nonperturbative charact
of the collision, and the presence of multielectron transitio
that can occur through either single- or multiple-step p
cesses.

Within this scenario, simple models based on first-ord
calculations that incorporate somenon-ad-hocprocedure to
force the necessary unitarization for the set of participat
channels can be useful. In fact, in some complex cases,
can be the only available methodology able to give so
guidance in interpreting the existing experimental data.
this paper we use an extended version of the unitariza
procedure given by Sidorovichet al. @10#, which conve-
niently allows the use of probability distributions obtaine
independently for the various competing channels.

Let us denote bypI(b), pC(b), andpE(b) the probabili-
ties for a target electron to be ionized, captured, or excit
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2012 55E. C. MONTENEGROet al.
respectively. As mentioned above, these probabilities are
culated independently, and usually, although not necessa
through first-order theories. Following Ref.@10# and includ-
ing the excitation channel, the unitarized probabiliti
Pa(b), wherea denotesI , C, or E, is given by

Pa~b!5
pa~b!

pI~b!1pC~b!1pE~b!
@12e2~pI ~b!1pC~b!1pE~b!!#.

~3!

In this way, although the excitation channel does not
pear explicitly in Eq.~2!, it is implicitly included in the
calculation of the probabilitiesPI(b) andPC(b). This inclu-
sion is necessary because excitation is one of the domi
channels in these highly charged ion collisions. The ques
that can arise, however, is whether the excitation chan
plays an important role in the numerical value of the TI/S
ratio.

It can be seen from Eq.~2! thatPC(b) appears as a mul
tiplying factor to both integrands in the numerator and in
denominator. BecausePC(b) is important only at relatively
small impact parameters~compared to the other collisio
channels!, one should expect that the significant contributi
from PE(b) andPI(b) toR should also come from the sma
impact parameter part of the corresponding probability d
tributions.

Although the total cross sections for He excitation a
ionization by highly charged ions are both large, they ha
quite different impact-parameter distributions. The distrib
tion PI(b) is maximum aroundb50, decreasing withb, an
indication of the predominance of close collisions in the io
ization process. On the contrary,PE(b) is a much flatter
distribution, indicating that soft collisions are relatively mo
important in the excitation process. These features can
seen in Fig. 3, which shows the coupled-channel atom
basis calculations forq56 and 14 bare projectiles on He, fo
these two processes, as well for their ratio. The gen
theory of the semiclassical close coupling method can
found in the review by Fritsch and Lin@11#. Briefly, target-
centered closed-coupling expansions were used to obtain
single ionization and single excitation probabilities for H
For the collision velocity used in this work, the use of sing
centered atomic orbital expansion should be valid for
scribing the dominant ionization and excitation channe
The two-electron He target was described by a quasi-o
electron model in which the active electron moves in an
fective potential due to the He nucleus and the passive e
tron. The single centered atomic basis used in this work
Slater-type orbital. We found a good convergence by incl
ing target states~bound and continuum! up to l55. As the
dashed lines in Fig. 3 show, the relative importance of
excitation with respect to ionization increases withb, after
being approximately constant for smallb. This behavior al-
lows us to setPE(b)/PI(b).k, wherek is independent of
b in the region where capture is more important, i.e.,
small values ofb. With this approximation, Eq.~3! becomes

Pa~b!5
pa~b!

~11k!pI~b!1pC~b!
@12e2„~11k!pI ~b!1pC~b!…#.

~4!
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The probabilityPC(b) is calculated using the model o
Ben-Itzhaket al. @12#, which follows the lines introduced by
Bohr and Lindhard@13#. The probabilitypC(b), used to ob-
tain unitarized probabilities for the other collision channe
@Eq. ~4!#, is defined through the equationPC(b)
512e2pC(b). In this way, if one setspI(b)50 in Eq. ~4!,
the capture probability given by Ref.@12# is recalled. On the
other hand, if we setpC(b)50 in Eq. 4 we obtain
PI(b)5@12e2(11k)pi (b)#/(11k), which reduces to the uni
tarized ionization probability of Ref.@10#, if k50%. The
ionization probability by a projectile with chargeq is calcu-
lated through the scaling lawpI(b)5q2psca(b), where
psca(b)5uasca(b)u2 is the semiclassical calculation of th
ionization probability by protons, taken from Ref.@14#.

Figure 2 shows the theoretical estimates of the ratioR,
calculated from Eqs.~3! and ~4! as described above, an
usingk50%, k513%, andk53.2% obtained from coupled
states calculations. These estimates were obtained for
ions. An important point emerging from these calculations
thatR is very sensitive to the ratiok. Furthermore, it is clear
from this figure that the valuek50 gives good agreemen
with the experimental data, a result that clearly indicates t
excitation is very small at small impact parameters, even
highly charged projectiles. This conclusion is corrobora
by our coupled-channel calculations~Fig. 3!, and is consis-
tent with the fact that the use of values ofk obtained from
these calculations also gives a good description of the tr
of the experimental data.

FIG. 3. Coupled-state calculations of target ionization and ex
tation probabilities as a function of the impact parameter for b
projectiles with~a! Zp56 and~b! Zp514 on He. Solid line, target
ionization; dotted line, target excitation~to all single-electron
states!; dashed line, ratio between the excitation and the ionizat
probabilities.
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55 2013PROJECTILE CHARGE-STATE DEPENDENCE OF . . .
V. SCREENING

If one compares the Cl71,91 with the O71 and F91 data
points in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the Cl data is system
cally above the corresponding lighter ion data points with
same charge. Although these differences are not large,
are greater than the experimental uncertainties and indi
that different results are obtained if dressed projectiles
used, instead of bare, in this kind of experiment.

The deviation of the Cl71,91 points from the curve cal-
culated for bare ions, withk50% in Fig. 2, is due to the
partial electron screening, which occurs in close collisio
The contribution from the partial screening of a dressed p
jectile in the ionization process can be estimated using
semiclassical approach of Montenegro and Meyerhof as
scribed in Refs.@15–17#. Following this model, the ioniza
tion probability by a dressed projectile can be viewed a
coherent superposition of two amplitudes: an amplitude
lated to the projectile nucleus and an amplitude related to
electronic cloud of the projectile. Figure 4 illustrates the

FIG. 4. Sketch of the target (Zt) ionization caused by a dresse
projectileZp . The ionization is due to a coherent superposition
the amplitude corresponding to the target nucleus, with an imp
parameterb, and the amplitudes corresponding to the elect
cloud. Each element of the electron cloud, located atj with respect
to the projectile nucleus, has a local densityuF(j)u2 and an effec-
tive impact parameterr' .
y
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ti
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two contributions. An impact parameterb and an amplitude
asca(b) are associated to the point nuclear chargeZp . An
electronic charge densityuF(j)u2, an impact parameterr' ,
and an amplitudeasca(r') are associated to each eleme
dj of the electronic cloud, located atj with respect to the
projectile nucleus. The resulting ionization probability
given by

PI5uZpasca~b!2E uF~j!u2eivz/vasca~r'!dju2, ~5!

subject to the constraint

Np5E uF~j!u2dj, ~6!

whereNp is the number of projectile electrons.
It is instructive to note that ifNp!Zp and the collision is

distant enough, we can make the approximationr'.b in Eq.
~5! ~see Fig. 4!. Neglecting the phase factor in the expone
tial appearing in this equation and using Eq.~6!, we obtain
the ‘‘bare’’ approximation, PI5q2uasca(b)u2, with
q5Zp2Np . For close collisions, however, these approxim
tions cannot be done and the effective charge of the pro
tile is larger thanq.

The electronic distribution of the projectile can be es
mated through a Bohr-like potential

V~j!5
Zp2Np

j
1
Np

j (
i
Aie

2a ij, ~7!

which is related touF(j)u2 through the Poisson equation,

“

2V~j!524p@Zpd~j!2uF~j!u2#. ~8!

Combining Eqs.~7! and ~8! we obtain

uF~j!u25
Np

4pj(i a iAie
2a ij. ~9!

Substituting Eq. ~9! into ~5! and noting that
j5(ur'2bu21z2)1/2, we have, after some calculations:

f
ct
n

PI5UZpasca~b!2Np(
i
Aia i

2FK0~g ib!E
0

b

I 0~g ix!asca~x!xdx1I 0~g ib!E
b

`

K0~g ix!asca~x!xdxGU2, ~10!
od
of
via-
ig-

e is
SC
ed
with g i5@(v/v)21a i
2#1/2 and K0 and I 0 being modified

Bessel functions. Equation~10! was evaluated numericall
with the approximationasca.(uascau2)1/2. In these calcula-
tions the effective charge of the He target electrons w
taken as 1.7 and the parametersAi and a i ( i51–3! were
taken from the Hartree-Fock results of Ref.@18#, calculated
for neutral atoms, and considered the same for all projec
charge states.

The resulting screening contribution of TI/SC ratio for
ions with charge states 2,q,17 is shown by the dotted
curve in Fig. 2. The deviation from the bare (k50) curve
s

le

increases withNp , as expected, and its magnitude is in go
agreement with that given by the experiment. The effect
the screening is large enough to produce measurable de
tions from the bare data but it is not sufficient to make s
nificant changes in the general trend of the TI/SC ratio.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is threefold. The first purpos
to obtain new and improved experimental data of the TI/
ratio of highly charged projectiles on He. This was achiev
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2014 55E. C. MONTENEGROet al.
through the combination of a cold-gas-jet and a recoil-
detector in a system that is able to record both the posi
and the time to flight of the recoiling ions. This combinatio
allows a clear separation, from the background, of the sin
capture events. The capture channel has low intensity
high projectile charge states, and contributes to the error
the TI/SC ratio measurements. In fact, because the SC c
section is much less than the target ionization cross sec
for the cases studied in this work, small beam impurities
be a major source of error in this kind of measurement if
properly separated.

The second purpose is to verify the adequacy of the I
in a collision system that has several channels that canno
treated perturbatively. The calculation of the various chan
probabilities through the use of a simple unitarization pro
dure, based on first-order calculations, presents a good a
ment with the present experiment. This agreement seems
to be fortuitous. Recent studies, based on the direct meas
ment of the impact-parameter dependence of SC and TI
cesses, have shown that such model calculations give a
agreement with the experiment at the impact-parameter l
@8#. This behavior, together with the fact that the measu
longitudinal momenta for TI and SC are the same, poi
towards the conclusion that TI is not due to the transfer
two electrons followed by autoionization. A conclusio
pointing in the same direction was reached by Datzet al. @7#
through the analysis of the emitted electron spectra. Th
authors concluded that TI is not due to the capture of
an
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electron in a bound state accompanied by a capture o
second electron in the continuum.

The third purpose is to make a quantitative comparis
between dressed and undressed projectiles with the s
charge state. The proposed model gives a good estima
the observed differences between these two kinds of pro
tiles. However, because highly charged ions have a g
ability to capture or ionize target electrons at large intern
clear distances, the effect of the partial screening, which
curs essentially at close collisions, does not have a la
influence on the measured TI/SC ratio.

Finally we should comment that, within our present u
derstanding of the behavior of the TI/SC ratio, we do not s
how to conciliate the trend presented in this work with t
measured Uq1 data from Ref.@7#. However, we should poin
out that there is still a large gap between the projectile cha
states used in these two sets of data, and the projectile en
used in these measurements. As the collision systems sh
in Fig. 2 are highly nonperturbative, any attempt to ma
simple extrapolations in these collision regimes is not fu
justified.
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